
The Tiguan Allspace
Fits all



Fits all
With inclusivity at its heart, the all-new luxurious Tiguan Allspace is built to accommodate 
a lot more in your everyday journeys. Its generously designed interiors offer up to 7 seats 
and 1775 litres of massive boot space. Appointed with thoughtfully designed features 
and a revolutionary engine, the Tiguan Allspace is versatile, flexible and immensely practical.



The Tiguan Allspace comes with an elegantly designed Panoramic Sunroof that 
blends in seamlessly with the spacious cabin and lets you carry a piece of the sky. 
The sleek and innovative Active Info Display lets you access important information 
at a mere glance. While the stylish LED Headlamps with Daytime Running Lights 
and Alloy Wheels add a touch of class to every journey.

Fits all
tastes

Fits all
comforts
The Keyless Access makes getting in and out of the Tiguan Allspace as effortless 
as possible. The luxurious Vienna leather seats add comfort to the toughest of journeys.
While the 3-Zone Climatronic AC lets the driver, front and rear passengers choose the 
temperature that suits them.  



Fits all 
safety standards
Designed to keep you safe, the intuitive Electronic Stabilisation Programme 
detects and reduces any loss of traction. The Tyre Pressure Monitoring System 
alerts the driver in case of low tyre pressure. While the Reverse Parking Camera 
rules out any surprise on the road. Moreover, 7 airbags in the Tiguan Allspace 
make every journey a safe journey.

Fits all
journeys
The all-new Tiguan Allspace is powered
by Volkswagen’s revolutionary TSI technology and 
a 2.0L engine. Its automatic 7-Speed Dual-shift 
Gearbox makes shifting gears effortless. 
While the 4 Wheel Drive System prevents loss 
of traction and lets you go wherever your journey 
takes you.

*Image of left hand drive car is provided for representation purpose only.

Acessories and features shown may not be a part of the standard equipment or may not be offered in India. 
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